Job Carr Cabin Museum

Oregon Trail Word Match

The Oregon Trail

In the mid-1800s, thousands of people travelled across the United States on the Oregon Trail. They used covered wagons pulled by oxen or horses to transport their goods and supplies. Traveling more than 2,000 miles on the Oregon Trail was a very difficult journey that took 4 to 6 months.

The Oregon Trail was not like modern roads or highways. The dirt trail was very dusty. When it rained, the dirt became mud. Along the way, there were no street signs to show which way to go, no restaurants to eat at, and no hotels to sleep in.

Job Carr crossed the Oregon Trail in 1864.

Can you find the Oregon Trail words that go together?

Covered
Butter
Puget
Independence
Powder
Buffalo
Corn
Oregon
Continental
Soda
Log
Trading
Horse
Spinning

Divide
Cabin
Horn
Sound
Chip
Post
Trail
Wagon
Shoe
Wheel
Churn
Springs
Meal
Rock
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